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ABSTRACT
Studies in educational psychology suggest that people learn better when visual learning materials are accompanied by audio explanations rather than textual ones. Research on how this modality effect applies to computing education is scarce and inconclusive. We explore whether modality of instruction affects learning from videos that use a series of example programs to explain how variables work in Python. Learners (n=186) were crowdsourced from the internet and randomized in three groups, who received explanations as audio, text, or both, respectively. We did not find significant differences between the groups in near transfer to code-tracing tasks or perceived cognitive load. The result affirms the need to further investigate instructional modalities in programming education. There are a number of theoretical, methodological, and instructional-design factors that may explain these and earlier findings; we trace out future research that could explore those factors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Programming students at all levels study example programs. The examples may be written in a textbook, presented by a teacher in class, or viewed as video tutorials online.

The use of video, in particular, has increased dramatically in education over the past two decades [21]. Programming teachers are creating more and more instructional videos that explain example code, using the videos in pedagogies such as the flipped classroom [4, 16, 20, 86, 91, 100, 101], sharing them with other practitioners [89], and embedding them in ebooks [22, 26]. Others have asked learners to create programming videos for peer instruction [23] or crowdsourced video-like program animations from learners [32]. For better or worse, many online courses have students spend a lot of their study time watching video lectures (e.g., [12]), while in informal learning, many learners have embraced video-based activities such as watching experts program either live or after-the-fact [33, 73]. Tools are being developed to enhance learning from programming videos and live streams and to assist in their creation [17, 46, 52].

To help learners understand example programs and to highlight key lessons, teachers commonly accompany example code with verbal explanations. The code itself is usually presented visually, but explanations of the code may rely on different sensory modalities; in practice, explanations are provided either in writing, as spoken words, or both.

When live-coding [92] in class, teachers usually explain examples through the audio modality; for explanations of pre-prepared example code, they may use either audio alone or a combination of audio and text (e.g., annotations on a PowerPoint slide). Instructional videos similarly tend to explain code using audio or both modalities. In traditional textbooks, explanations are textual, but ebooks may accompany or supplant text with spoken explanations; some ebooks incorporate videos. Program-animation tools illustrate code with educational diagrams or other graphics, often accompanied by textual explanations; audio support is rare in these tools [94], but not nonexistent [6, 22, 90], and of course audio may be added to an example by capturing a program animation on video.

In the present work, we explore the question of which modality is the most effective when explaining computer programs to non-disabled novice learners.

As we shall discuss in more detail below, studies in educational psychology suggest that audio explanations tend to be effective; this is known as the modality effect. Based on that research, we might expect that it is easier for a learner to listen to an audio explanation while looking at code than it is to shift their visual attention to an accompanying textual explanation. However, there are several qualifications to this advice from psychological research, as the superiority of audio depends on several factors, vanishing altogether or even reversing under some circumstances. Moreover, there is a dearth of research investigating whether and how that purportedly general advice applies in the programming domain.

One study directly addresses this question, however: In 2017, Morrison [66] conducted an experiment comparing textual and auditory explanations of example programs. She did not find evidence for the modality effect—i.e., no significant difference between the
modalities. Morrison notes that her findings are open to interpretation and concludes that “More studies should be conducted.”

In this article, we report on a study that replicates Morrison’s with a different cohort of learners crowdsourced from the internet and a different set of program examples on video. Like Morrison, we present groups of learners with audio explanations, textual explanations, or both, respectively, and find no significant differences in learning gains or cognitive-load measurements between the groups. We contribute a commentary on the possible reasons behind these findings, which include confounding factors in our study design as well as broader issues in the psychology of programming.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 The Modality Effect

In essence, the modality effect is the finding that people learn better from a combination of pictures and audio than from a combination of pictures and text. This effect is robustly documented by experiments in educational psychology across a number of domains of learning; for reviews and meta-analysis, see [30, 43, 63, 64]. Its main implication for instruction is to replace written explanations of diagrams and other pictures with spoken narration.

The related verbal redundancy effect [43, 44, 63, 64] refers to the ineffectiveness of presenting the same information using multiple modalities, such as when reading out text on a PowerPoint slide. That is, only hearing instructional explanations in audio or only reading them as text is often better than both hearing and reading the same explanations. Although the verbal redundancy effect can be considered as a separate finding in its own right, it also effectively extends the modality effect by recommending that redundancy between modalities is eliminated.

2.1.1 Cognitive Foundations of the Modality Effect. As a theoretical foundation, the majority of studies on the modality effect cite dual-processing models of human cognition [63, 64]. These models posit that people have distinct subsystems, or “processors,” for verbal and pictorial information, each with its own, very limited capacity and duration. More specifically, Baddeley’s [7] influential model of working memory incorporates a phonological loop and a visuospatial sketchpad for processing words and images, respectively. Written text is processed first visually, then audibly.

In terms of dual-processing theory, looking at pictures with accompanying text is prone to overloading the visual subsystem of working memory. This is in part because there is more visual information to be processed and in part due to having to split one’s attention between multiple visual cues (picture and text) and to connect them mentally. In contrast, listening to speech while looking at pictures “offloads” some of the information to the auditory subsystem and alleviates the split-attention problem. Instruction that combines pictures with speech therefore makes fuller use of working-memory capacity compared to pictures with text. (See, e.g., [43, 50, 63, 64].) The theory further suggests that presenting the same information as both speech and text (verbal redundancy) has the same danger of visual overload and, to boot, requires the learner to mentally relate the speech and the text, further burdening working memory. [43, 44, 63, 64]

Since working-memory models like Baddeley’s [7] posit that text is—after being fleetingly perceived visually—retained in the phonological loop, the above dual-processing explanation for the modality effect has been criticized for overemphasizing the role of visual processing of textual explanations [81]. Another criticism is the traditional models’ silence on additional modalities such as human movement and haptics [85]. Other established models of working memory exist besides Baddeley’s dual-processing model; Cowan’s model [19] is an example, and Adams et al. [1] review others. Building on that earlier work, Sepp et al. [85] have recently proposed a working-memory model that—rather than positing separate “processors”—centers on a focus of attention that shifts between competing sensory and non-sensory foci of various modalities and has a limited scope. The modality effect would then be explained by a combination of factors including interference between multiple visual foci (pictures and text) and people’s superior retention of auditory over visual information (inner “echo”) [85].

What these different explanations of the modality effect have in common is that they highlight the severe constraints on humans’ conscious processing of new information and suggest that using a complementary combination of modalities makes it easier to work around those constraints.

2.1.2 Factors that Moderate the Modality Effect. Although there is evidence for the modality effect from dozens of studies, the effect does not occur universally in all circumstances. Instead, there are a number of “boundary conditions” [64] on when we may expect a modality effect. Unless these conditions are met, it may be equally effective—or even better—to accompany pictures with text than with audio. We list some of the main boundary conditions below.

First, for the modality effect to occur, the pictorial and verbal information must be mutually unintelligible [45]. If the words merely describe what is obvious from the picture, or vice versa, the redundant explanations merely add working-memory load and may hinder learning. Moreover, whether the pictures and words are intelligible on their own depends on prior knowledge, so domain-experts are able to deal with some materials no matter the modality.

Second, the modality effect is likelier and stronger on complex learning materials, which means materials that feature interacting or interdependent elements [30, 43, 63, 64]. For example, a cause-and-effect description of a system is more complex than a list of isolated facts. Of course, if the materials are too complex, there will be little learning irrespective of modality. Like mutual intelligibility, complexity depends on expertise.

Third, explicit signaling may be required for the modality effect to appear [63, 64, 78, 82]. Unless the connections between parts of the picture and their spoken explanations are very obvious, the learner has to visually search for the relevant parts while keeping track of the words. This additional burden can negate the effect.

Fourth, the modality effect may only apply to explanations that are meaningfully portioned in relatively short segments [43, 50, 63, 64, 77]. If each segment is long or incoherent, spoken explanations are prone to being poorer than written ones (a reverse modality effect). With longer segments, there is also a higher risk of missing an important but transient piece of a spoken explanation, whereas text allows glancing back.

Fifth, and relatedly, pacing matters [30, 63, 64, 77]. Especially with novice learners, the modality effect is more likely when the learner cannot control when to proceed to the next piece of the
exploration (e.g., in a mass lecture or a non-stop video). If there are
pauses and the learner gets to control when to resume, the modality
effect may vanish or reverse, as there is more time for reading and
integrating text with pictures. On the other hand, relying on
learners to pause a video appropriately is liable to fail, as many
learners do not pause often enough [11, 27]. Learner control of
pausing is particularly important if there is no signaling or if the
explanatory segments are long. Very slow-paced presentations may
not exhibit the modality effect.

Sixth, and finally, if the explanations use unfamiliar words, such
as when the learner is not a native speaker of the language of
instruction, text can be relatively helpful. Under such circumstances,
even the otherwise disadvantageous combination of identical speech and
text can be beneficial as subtitling. [43, 63, 64]

2.2 Cognitive Load Theory

The modality effect is often discussed in terms of cognitive load theory [97, 98], which explains how working-memory limitations
hampers the acquisition of complex knowledge in long-term memory. Cognitive-load research has identified various “effects” that guide
instructional design to exploit the human cognitive apparatus. The
worked-example effect, which promotes studying examples over
solving problems, is one example; the modality effect is another.

Cognitive load is the intensity of cognitive activity required by a
learning situation [45]. It is estimated in terms of element interactivity: the number of related elements the learner must simultaneously
and consciously hold in working memory. Since working memory
is extremely limited, it is easily overloaded, causing learning to fail.

Overall cognitive load can be analytically separated in two [42,
96, 98]: intrinsic load and extraneous load. The former is unavoidable
without compromising learning objectives; the latter is avoidable
load that is caused by suboptimal materials and activities.

Earlier formulations of cognitive load theory postulated a third,
distinct load component, germane load, representing additional load
that leads to learning. The theory has since been reformulated [42,
96, 98], but the germane-load concept still features in, for example,
measurement instruments (including one that we use below).

2.2.1 Cognitive Load and the Modality Effect. In terms of cognitive
load theory, accompanying pictures with text increases extraneous
load, as it unnecessarily requires the learner to search for relations
between visual elements [68]. When the learning goal is non-trivial
given the learner’s prior knowledge—i.e., when intrinsic load is high—the increase in extraneous load easily results in a failure to
learn. Audio explanations of pictures, signaling, and segmenting
reduce extraneous load. Verbal redundancy from identical text and
speech further increases extraneous load. Empirical evidence links
the modality and verbal redundancy effects to higher cognitive-load
measurements [43].

2.2.2 Measuring Cognitive Load. Researchers have come up with
an assortment of methods for approximating cognitive load empirically; for recent reviews, see [47, 98, 106]. The most common
approach is subjective post-hoc self-assessment: learners are asked
to rate one or more aspects of a learning activity that they just en-
gaged in, such as their perceived mental effort during the activity.

One notable example is the self-assessment instrument by Leppink et al. [54], which consists of ten items such as:

- “The activity covered formulas that I perceived as very complex.”
  (One of three items targeting intrinsic load.)
- “The instructions and/or explanations during the activity were
  very unclear.” (One of three items targeting extraneous load.)
- “The activity really enhanced my knowledge and understanding
  of statistics.” (One of four items targeting germane load.)

Leppink and colleagues’ instrument has been since adapted from
the original domain of statistics to various others, including a
programming-specific adaptation by Morrison et al. [67]. In CER,
Morrison and colleagues’ version of the instrument has been used
in a variety of studies (e.g., [23, 36, 59, 66, 92, 99]). There is ev-
idence of the instrument’s internal reliability and discriminant
validity [54, 67, 105], but doubts remain over its construct
validity, especially with respect to the items that target germane
load [40, 53, 55, 62, 105].

2.3 The Modality Effect in Programming

There is little research on the modality effect in computing educa-
tion. In this article, we replicate an experiment by Morrison [66],
which is to our knowledge the only one to address the question of
whether written or spoken explanations of program code result in
better learning.

Morrison [66] recruited participants from introductory-level
computer science courses at multiple U.S. universities, filtering out
participants that scored over 67% on a pre-test on programming. The 61 participants were divided in three conditions that received
explanations of program code as audio only, text only, or both,
respectively. Each group viewed three videos of different lengths (5,
23, and 12 minutes); the videos were the same for each condition,
except for the presentation modality. The hypothesis was that since
“people see code segments more as a diagram rather than text to be
read” [66], a modality effect could be expected.

Each video stated a problem with a “real-world” context (e.g.,
generating an invoice), presented an example program as a so-
lution, and traced through the program’s execution. The central
programming concepts of the three videos were assignment, nested
selection, and iteration, respectively. The programs were written
in Python, and two of them had textual comments embedded in
the code. The videos were system-paced (except for a single pause
in the middle that ended when the learner wished) and visually
signaled the parts of the program code that were being verbally
explained. After each video, the participants answered the Morrison
et al. [67] cognitive load questionnaire and a post-test.

Morrison’s [66] post-tests asked the participants to verify that
they understood the preceding program’s purpose (which had been
stated on the video), to recall the purpose of selected parts of the
program, to trace segments of the original program, and to transfer
their knowledge to a different but similar program.

Against expectations, Morrison found no support for the modality
and verbal redundancy effects. The differences between the
three conditions in post-test performance were not statistically
significant, nor were the differences in the groups’ responses to
the cognitive-load survey. What is more, the descriptive differences
between the conditions had a mixed pattern that did not suggest
a modality effect; for example, the best average performance on
transfer questions was that of the text-only group.
Morrison [65, 66] discusses various possible reasons for the lack of a modality effect. Some of these reasons arise from the particular materials used; for example, since transfer performance on the post-test was poor overall, and since the videos covered a lot of content, the lessons may have been too complex to be learned. Another possibility is that code is not viewed “like a picture,” at least by novices; we will return to this topic in Discussion.

The lack of evidence for a modality effect in Morrison’s [66] study has been cited as a possible indication that programming is more complex than other disciplines and that pedagogies that work in science education do not work in computer science [104, 107]. Nevertheless, as Morrison writes, “it is possible that the modality effect does not hold within learning programming, but we cannot conclude that based on this study alone.” [66]

3 RESEARCH GOALS AND HYPOTHESES

Our paper’s driving question is in the title: “Should explanations of program code use audio, text, or both?” In other words: “Do the modality and verbal redundancy effects apply to explanations of program code?” More specifically, we evaluate these hypotheses:

H1 Learners who receive audio explanations as they study example code learn more than learners who receive the same explanations as text.

H1a The audio learners will outperform the text learners on a post-test of conceptual knowledge and program tracing.

H1b The text learners will report higher extraneous load and similar intrinsic load compared to the audio learners.

H2 Learners who receive identical explanations of example code simultaneously as audio and text learn less than learners who receive the same explanations as audio only or text only.

H2a The text-only learners and the audio-only learners will both outperform the audio-with-text learners on the post-test.

H2b The audio-with-text learners will report higher extraneous load and similar intrinsic load compared to the learners in the single-modality conditions.

We replicate Morrison’s [66] programming-domain study with a larger sample size, a different cohort of learners, and a different set of video tutorials. We also replicate, by extension, the modality studies in other domains that Morrison replicated. In doing so, we respond to requests for more replication studies in CER [35] and for more varied replications of multimedia-learning principles in different domains and with learners other than the typical cohort of young college-student volunteers [64, Chapter 20].

Aside from being an experiment on the modality effect, our project is intended as a methodological exploration of crowdsourcing learners for studies of learning to program. We report on that aspect of our work in a separate article [37].

4 METHODS

We conducted a randomized controlled experiment where each participant, a beginner in programming, received instruction with either audio or text narration or both. The participants’ learning and cognitive load were then assessed to test the above hypotheses.

The participants were crowdsourced from Amazon Mechanical Turk (www.mturk.com). The experiment then took place online on a web site under our control, in April 2020.

4.1 Procedure

The experiment consisted of three parts: a demographic survey, an instructional video, and finally a cognitive-load questionnaire and a post-test on what was learned (Figure 1). We allotted 45 minutes for the whole experiment, with one hour as the hard limit.

The demographic survey included a question about programming experience blended into a series of questions about other kinds of skills, activities, and typical background information. This allowed us to filter responses and focus on participants with low prior knowledge while keeping potential participants uninformed about the upcoming task.

Each participant was randomly assigned to one of three conditions: audio explanations (Audio), textual explanations (Text), or simultaneous audio and textual explanations (Both). They were then shown an instructional video on programming that matched the assigned condition; the videos were otherwise identical in content.

After viewing the video, the participants were asked to fill out a cognitive-load questionnaire [67], then to complete a post-test on programming, and finally to respond to a few questions about their interests, computing-related anxiety, and thoughts about the session they had just participated in.

4.2 Instructional Materials

Like Morrison [66], we showed the learners videos that explain programs written in a text-based programming language. Unlike her, we used only one video per group, rather than a series of videos.

4.2.1 Video Contents. As suggested by Morrison [65, 66], we attempt to demonstrate the modality effect on simpler content than hers. Our video was a beginner-level lesson on reading and tracing imperative Python programs and focused on a limited set of key concepts: expressions, values, and assignment and print statements.

At 24 minutes, the video was roughly equal in length to the longest of Morrison’s [66] three videos. Unlike hers, our video did not cover a single relatively complex program but a sequence of tiny programs that gradually introduced the key concepts. In total, there were twelve programs, ranging from two to seven lines of code in length (median 3.5). The programs were accompanied by verbal explanations consisting of 2377 words in total.

Our programs differed from Morrison’s in that they were de-contextualized examples of programming constructs rather than

![Figure 1: The structure of the experiment](https://example.com/figure1.png)
was being explained at each point. Figure 2 illustrates how this
which part of the program code and the corresponding output
were extensions of earlier ones: they were identical to the preceding
systematically, so it is up to the programmer to make interesting use of the constructs.

The videos, which explained that the computer follows any instructions literally and
in English by a fluent but non-native English-speaker. We did not
that “cheating” participants could be excluded from the analysis.
Play
the
program's output and the signaling highlights.

The narration was paced at approximately 150 words per minute,
which is a recommended rate for multimedia instruction [103] and
similar to the pace in other modality studies [50, 80, 95]. The time
for reading each slide in the Text condition was equal to that in the
Audio and Both conditions.

There were no pauses longer than a few seconds, but we at-
tended to pace the narration with “natural” pauses in speech,
leaving a little bit of time for the learner to integrate what they saw
and/or heard. The textual explanations of code arrived onscreen in
chunks of one, two, or occasionally three simple sentences.

4.3 Participants

The participants were recruited and paid via Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk). MTurk has emerged as a platform for crowd-
sourcing research participants and is increasingly used in CER as
well (e.g. [34, 51, 61]). MTurk’s utility for scientific data collection
has been assessed in multiple studies, and the platform has been
shown capable of providing fairly rich and diverse data about people
[41, 69]. Buchheit et al. [13] suggest that, in the accounting
domain, MTurk workers’ task performance is similar to undergradu-
ates; the authors conclude that MTurkers are good research partic-
ipants for tasks that require general reasoning and problem-solving
ability but no previous knowledge. However, the platform is also
known for variable data quality [14, 38], so potential participants
have to be carefully screened.

During screening, we initially accepted only workers who had
completed at least 100 tasks on MTurk and had had at least 98% of
their tasks approved by the task requester. With the screening
already underway, we chose to raise those constraints to 500 and
99%, respectively. To avoid selection bias, we did not mention pro-
gramming in the task description.

A total of 307 MTurk workers took part in the experiment. Of
them, 61 were excluded for a variety of reasons such as partially
missing responses or suspect data (e.g., unnaturally fast responses,
responding using linear patterns). Of the 246 remaining workers, 60
reported having more than a little experience in programming; since
our focus is on novices, we excluded them from the analysis. This
left us with 186 participants. (24 of these 186 were recruited during
the initial screening phase with looser constraints on participation.)

We observed no significant differences in the post-test results
and cognitive-load scores between the participants who reported
no prior programming experience (n = 131) and those who reported
“a little” experience (n = 55). We chose to analyze both these groups
together as a single cohort.

Of the 186 participants, 83 self-identified as men and 103 as
women, with no-one picking the other options. Most (158) were
from the U.S., fourteen were from India, and the remainder from
various countries. English was 168 participants’ native language;
the rest spoke a mix of languages. Seven of the participants were

Figure 2: One of the example programs from the videos, its
output, and an accompanying textual explanation. The rele-
vant parts of the code and output are signaled to the learner.
solutions to contextualized problems.1 Our code also did not feature
any in-code comments; all explanations were external to the code.
No control structures were used, so the control flow was linear. The
examples featured only integer data.

To “portion” intrinsic cognitive load, two of the longer programs
were extensions of earlier ones: they were identical to the preceding
example except for additional statements at the end.

For each program, the relevant concepts were explained, the
program’s behavior was traced in detail, and its output was shown.
Fig. 2 shows a screenshot. Overall, the videos demonstrated a way
of reasoning about the behavior and output of such code.

The programs and explanations were designed to attend to sev-
eral misconceptions that beginners have about variables in pro-
gramming (e.g., inappropriate analogies with school mathematics;
variables storing multiple values [93]). Moreover, two of the
twelve example programs had deliberate errors—an uninitialized
variable and swapped assignment syntax—which were explained
to the learners. This aligns with the advice from learning-from-
examples research to use erroneous examples, although our videos
merely explained the errors to learners rather than requiring learn-
ers to explain them, as in some studies [8, 39].

4.2.2 Presentation Design. Following the advice from research on
the modality effect (Section 2.1.2 above), the videos visually signaled
which part of the program code and the corresponding output
was being explained at each point. Figure 2 illustrates how this
looked for the Text and Both groups; the Audio group saw similar
highlights but without the linked explanatory texts.

Given our focus on explaining program code, we deliberately
avoided using any instructional visualizations of program execu-
tion (such as diagrams of variable values) beyond showing each
program’s output and the signaling highlights.

Since the modality effect is likelier under system-paced condi-
tions (Section 2.1.2 above), we configured the videos so that once
the Play button was pressed, it was not possible to stop, pause, slow
down, speed up, or rewind. Log data of playback was collected so
that “cheating” participants could be excluded from the analysis.

For the Audio and Both groups, the explanations were narrated
in English by a fluent but non-native English-speaker. We did not
display an image of the speaker or model the writing of the pro-
grams on a real device (and so did not follow that advice on effective
video design [63, 64]). The narrator vocally stressed key ideas and
words. Overall the presentation was calm and matter-of-fact in tone
rather than obviously enthusiastic (cf. [9, 56]). The parts that were
strongly stressed in speech were also highlighted in the textual
explanations. (The underlined word in Figure 2 is an example.)

We observed no significant differences in the post-test results
and cognitive-load scores between the participants who reported
no prior programming experience (n = 131) and those who reported
“a little” experience (n = 55). We chose to analyze both these groups
together as a single cohort.

Of the 186 participants, 83 self-identified as men and 103 as
women, with no-one picking the other options. Most (158) were
from the U.S., fourteen were from India, and the remainder from
various countries. English was 168 participants’ native language;
the rest spoke a mix of languages. Seven of the participants were

1The purposelessness of these example code fragments was briefly brought up in
the videos, which explained that the computer follows any instructions literally and
systematically, so it is up to the programmer to make interesting use of the constructs.
between 18–24 years of age, 64 were between 25–34, 56 between 35–44, 38 between 45–54, and 21 were at least 55 years old. 109 of the participants held a bachelor’s degree, 23 a master’s, 2 a doctoral degree, and 52 were school graduates. 123 participants reported having some background in the humanities, 44 in natural and technical sciences, and 19 reported no education beyond primary school.

After random division into groups, the Audio, Text, and Both conditions had 59, 64, and 63 participants, respectively.

4.4 Cognitive-Load Questionnaire

We estimated cognitive load by asking the participants to answer the cognitive-load self-assessment instrument for the programming domain, which that Morrison et al. [67] had adapted from Leppink and colleagues’ original [54]. This is the same questionnaire that Morrison [66] used in her modality study.

We confirmed the instrument’s internal reliability and discriminant validity by replicating Morrison and colleagues’ [67] analyses on our data set (as detailed in [105]).

A minor difference between our instrument and Morrison and colleagues’ is that we used a ten-point scale (from one to ten) while they used an eleven-point one.

4.5 Post-Test

4.5.1 Questions. The post-test included seven transfer questions where the participants had to apply their knowledge from the video to tracing tiny programs. These were followed by a “theoretical” multiple-choice question about how variables work.

The transfer questions each presented a piece of Python code and asked the participant to predict its behavior. Participants were asked for two things: 1) whether the code would run without error; and 2) if so, what the program’s output is, and if not, what the reason for the failure is. These answers were given in free form.

The programs in the transfer tasks were similar but not identical to the ones on the preceding video. Two of the seven programs (the second and fourth) were written to produce an error. The other five programs would print out at least one line of output.

4.5.2 Scoring. The seven transfer questions were each given a binary mark of 1 (correct) or 0 (incorrect) according to the following criteria. If the program ran without error and produced an output:

- One point was awarded if the participant predicted an error-free run and the complete, correct output.
- Zero points were awarded if the participant’s justification for the output was incorrect, clearly incomplete (e.g., only one of two outputs), or missing entirely.

If the program did result in an error:

- One point was awarded if the participant predicted that an error occurs and correctly explained why.
- Zero points were awarded if the participant’s justification for the error was incorrect or missing.

The multiple-choice question presented seven statements about variables, which the participant had to evaluate as being true or false on the basis of the video. There were three true statements and four false ones. The maximum score for this question was three: one point was awarded for each true statement correctly identified, and one point was taken away for each false statement incorrectly identified as true (down to a minimum of zero).

5 RESULTS

5.1 Post-Test Performance

The groups’ total scores on the post-test did not differ significantly (one-way ANOVA: $F = 0.6, p = 0.6, d = 0.006$). Similarly, no significant difference in time-on-task was observed ($F = 0.4, p = 0.7, d = 0.004$). The scores were not normally distributed.

The means, medians, and standard deviations of the post-test totals and times-on-task are shown in Table 1. Table 2 details, for each modality group and each question on the post-test, the percentage of participants who answered that question correctly. Figure 3 shows the distribution of post-test totals by group.

Table 1: Post-test totals and times-on-task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Audio (n=59)</th>
<th>Text (n=64)</th>
<th>Both (n=63)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Stdev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (from 10)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (seconds)</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Distributions of post-test totals.

Table 2: Percentages of correct answers on each post-test question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transfer question</th>
<th>Audio (n=59)</th>
<th>Text (n=64)</th>
<th>Both (n=63)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transfer question 1</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer question 2</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer question 3</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer question 4</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer question 5</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer question 6</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer question 7</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple-choice</td>
<td>3/3</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0/3</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Cognitive-Load Scores
Table 3 shows the means, medians, and standard deviations from the self-assessment items that targeted different types of cognitive load. In that and the others tables, IL, EL, and GL refer to the respective means of the questionnaire items that target intrinsic load, extraneous load, and germane load.

None of the cognitive-load scores were normally distributed. There was a notable floor effect on the items targeting extraneous load, with means in the 1.6–2.0 range on a scale from one to ten.

A one-way ANOVA test across the modalities did not indicate significant differences in any of the cognitive-load components ($F = 0.1, p = 0.9$ for intrinsic load; $F = 0.9, p = 0.4$ for extraneous load; $F = 1.3, p = 0.3$ for germane load).

Table 4 shows the Pearson correlations between all three types of cognitive load and post-test scores, in aggregate for all three groups. As the table indicates, many of these measures correlated weakly or moderately. Table 5 expands on that analysis by showing, for each group separately, the correlations between the cognitive-load measures and post-test scores.

We checked for but did not find significant correlations between any scores (post-test or cognitive load) and time-on-task.

Table 3: Subjectively assessed cognitive-load scores (ranging from 1 to 10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Stdev</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL*</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL*</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL*</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GL* targeting items positively worded; 10 means higher perceived learning.

Table 4: Correlations between cognitive-load components and post-test scores, with the three groups aggregated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IL</th>
<th>EL</th>
<th>GL</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic (IL)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.1†</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic (EL)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germane (GL)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† $p = 0.09$; all the other correlations are $p < 0.001$

Table 5: Correlations between the items targeting different cognitive-load components, by modality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Post-test, Audio</th>
<th>Post-test, Text</th>
<th>Post-test, Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>$-0.3, p=0.009$</td>
<td>$-0.4, p=0.001$</td>
<td>$-0.4, p=0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>$-0.4, p=0.001$</td>
<td>$-0.2, p=0.05$</td>
<td>$-0.5, p=0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL</td>
<td>$0.5, p&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$0.04, p=0.7$</td>
<td>$0.5, p&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 We Did Not Observe a Modality Effect
Following Morrison [66], we explored a prediction (H1) derived from research on the modality effect: audio explanations will be superior to textual explanations with regard to post-test performance (H1a) and will result in less extraneous cognitive load (H1b). We did not find support for these hypotheses. The difference in scores between the Audio and Text groups was not statistically significant and the effect size was minimal. In other words, we, like Morrison, did not find evidence for the modality effect.

Again following Morrison [66], we explored the related prediction (H2) that the Both group will be outperformed on the post-test by the other two groups (H2a) and will experience higher extraneous load (H2b). Contrary to these predictions, however, the Both group scored descriptively higher than the Audio group on the post-test and experienced descriptively less cognitive load than the Audio group; neither of these differences is statistically significant and the effect sizes were minimal. In other words, we, like Morrison, did not find evidence for the verbal redundancy effect either.

Although our study is similar in many respects to Morrison’s [66], the self-reported cognitive loads cannot be directly compared between the two studies due to a number of factors, such as a different learner populations, different topics and video material, and a minor difference in the rating scales.

6.2 Interpretations, Limitations, and Prospects
In this section, we comment on possible reasons for not having found a modality effect and outline opportunities for future work.

6.2.1 Design Considerations. Given how multiple design factors are known to impact on the modality effect and how little is known about the modality effect in the programming domain, many aspects of our materials may have influenced our results decisively.

One of the leading explanations for Morrison’s [66] results was the intrinsic complexity of the content. We reduced complexity by focusing our videos on far fewer concepts and showing multiple shorter programs that introduced the concepts gradually. Given the beginner-level nature of our videos and the fairly low intrinsic-load scores reported by the participants, we expect that excessive complexity is not behind the lack of a modality effect in our study.

Another possible explanation is insufficient complexity: the modality effect cannot be expected on trivial content or materials with low element interactivity. Although our examples are absolutely trivial for experts or even intermediate learners, we do not believe insufficient complexity to be a likely explanation, since programming concepts are highly interconnected [60, 79], many beginners have trouble tracing even simple code [58, 88], there are many known misconceptions about variables and assignment [76, 93], and we observed a range of post-test scores among our participants. The floor effect on extraneous-load scores does merit consideration, and we would be happy to think that we have produced a programming tutorial with next to no extraneous load; the mix of post-test scores rather curtails our enthusiasm, however.

Excessive length of the explanatory segments of audio would explain why the Audio group did no better than Text. However, were that the case, the theory suggests that the Both group’s performance should have particularly suffered, which did not happen.
Morrison [66] reported that natural-language issues may have played a part in her study. In our case, the narrator was not a native speaker but the vast majority of participants were. In the feedback we received, none of the participants complained about the clarity of speech, and the low extraneous-load scores suggest that language problems were negligible.

6.2.2 Validity of Assessments. One threat to validity comes from the way we assessed learning. Our post-test was created ad hoc for this study and may not measure programming knowledge well. We had no pre-test. (In hindsight, we should have included a pre-test. We did not because of our initial, wishful hope that it would be easy to recruit many true beginners via MTurk [37].)

The cognitive-load questionnaire that we used is more established, but its construct validity is open to question [53, 62, 105]. Learners may interpret the questions in various ways and may not be able to differentiate between intrinsic and extraneous load. Moreover, a post-hoc questionnaire cannot capture the moment-to-moment shifting of working-memory load during a preceding learning episode [42, 106].

6.2.3 Limitations of Crowdsourcing. As described under Methods and detailed further by Hellas et al. [37], we took a number of precautions to mitigate the concerns that arise from crowdsourcing educational data from the internet. Those precautions notwithstanding, our use of MTurk must be considered a caveat when interpreting our findings. For instance, there is uncertainty over how many of our paid but possibly disinterested participants honestly filled in the background survey (including the question on prior programming experience), attentively watched the video, and thoughtfully completed the CL questionnaire and the post-test. Classroom studies are not immune to such concerns either, of course.

In any case, crowdsourcing does compromise the ecological validity of our study, as our learners were not formally or even informally invested in learning to program before or after participation. Ideally, modality studies in CER would include ones with authentic materials studied in an authentic context by authentic learners.

6.2.4 Motivation and Active Learning. Cognitive load theory tends to assume motivated learners and to view motivation as external to the theory [42, 53, 96, 105]. Load effects such as the modality effect are expected to occur when learners are sufficiently engaged with the materials; that may not have been the case in our study.

Plausible reasons for (possible) low motivation among our participants include the lack of a surrounding educational context, the passive viewing format of instruction with no active tracing practice, the decontextualized program fragments, the lack of incentives for successful learning, and the absence of a visible presenter and an actual programming environment on the video.

Unfortunately, we did not survey the participants directly about their motivation for the task and engagement with the materials. Future studies might improve on that.

Another avenue for future work is to explore the modality effect in more active programming pedagogies. For instance, the learning-from-examples and cognitive-load communities are increasingly interested in desirable difficulties and productive failure [18, 31, 53, 57]. CER might take a leaf out of their book. In concrete terms, that could mean, say, having learners attempt to make sense of a program before having it explained to them (cf. [83, 102]).

6.2.5 The Nature of Program Code. We must also look critically at the fundamental assumptions underlying modality research in CER, including our own. The modality effect is essentially about pictures that are accompanied by verbal explanations, which CER has interpreted as programs accompanied by verbal explanations [22, 66]. As noted by Morrison [66], however, it is not necessarily the case that code is "like a picture." Moreover, the answer to whether programs are more "like a picture" or "like language" is likely to be complex. Intuitively, Python code for instance has both text-like and diagram-like qualities. We know that visual layout affects code-reading efficiency [34], that expert programmers visually imagine program structures while designing [72], that the order in which programmers visually examine code depends complexly on expertise and the program [15, 70, 71], and that brain areas associated with the phonological loop are activated during program comprehension [87]. But we are still far from deeply understanding, for example, how people might employ the visuospatial sketchpad and the phonological loop as they study program code—and how the answer differs for beginners, intermediate learners, and experts.

A related theme that is attracting attention is the similarity and dissimilarity of programming notations (and other formalisms) to natural languages [2, 3, 10, 24, 28, 29, 48, 49, 74, 75, 87], Research on this intriguing and complex topic has only begun.

All that being said, even if Python code is cognitively processed more "like language" than "like a picture," the theory suggests a verbal redundancy effect for learners who receive both spoken and written explanations of code [43]. However, our Both group did not do substantively worse than the other groups.

Based on research to date, it is impossible to say whether and how the modality effect applies to programming education at large. It is important to note that we, like Morrison [66], showed learners text-based programs; replications with block-based or visual programs would be interesting. Furthermore, there are other, more obviously pictorial representations in programming education that could be investigated for the modality effect; these include program animations, flowcharts, and UML diagrams, to name just a few.

6.2.6 Individual Differences. Learners’ individual characteristics, such as differences in working-memory capacity and spatial skills, influence cognitive load and may impact on which forms of example-based learning are effective [5, 63, 84]. In this experiment, we did not explore these factors. It is possible that the modality effect occurred for some subset of our participants with certain individual characteristics, without us discovering it.

7 CONCLUSION

The modality effect is known to be a nuanced and complicated phenomenon that is sensitive to many moderating factors. In the programming domain, it remains elusive. In the future, we hope to see further replications with different study designs and demonstrably motivated cohorts of learners, comparisons of textual and auditory explanations of block-based and visual programs, modality studies of educational program visualizations, studies featuring advanced learners and content, and basic research on how people use working memory as they read code.
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